Statistical models for evaluating the genotype-environment interaction in maize 
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Abstract. Our objective was to determine the genotype-environment interaction (GxE) in a hybrid integrated by maize lines either carrying or not balanced lethal systems. Experiments were conducted in three locations over a period of two years considering each year-location combination as a different environment. Yield data were analysed using the Additive Main Effects and Multiplicative Interaction (AMMI) model and the Sites Regression Analysis (SREG). Results were represented by biplots. The AMMI analysis was the best model for determining the interaction.
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Resumen. Nuestro objetivo fue determinar la interacción genotipo-ambiente (GxA) en híbridos integrados por líneas de maíz con y sin sistemas de letales balanceados. Los experimentos se condujeron en tres sitios durante dos años. Se consideró cada combinación año-sitio como un ambiente diferente. Los datos de rendimiento fueron analizados utilizando el modelo de interacción multiplicativo (AMMI) y de efectos principales aditivo, y el análisis de regresión de los sitios (SREG). Los resultados fueron representados utilizando gráficos biplot. El análisis AMMI fue el mejor modelo para determinar la interacción GxA.
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INTRODUCTION

Factors that are of economic relevance may be related to complex or polygenic characteristics, and show a high influence of the environment. Because of this, in breeding programs, various experiments are conducted in several locations to evaluate grain yield. In these experiments, changes in the relative behaviour of the genotype in different environments are usually observed. This phenomenon is called genotype by environment interaction (GxE), and it is the rule in most quantitative characteristics (Bernardo, 2002). The GxE interaction makes it difficult to select genotypes that produce high yields and that are more stable in breeding programs. This, of course, reduces the selection progress (Yan & Hunt, 1998).

The study of the GxE interaction allows the classification of genotypes by their behaviour in two different situations, either stable or adapted to a particular environment in terms of their yield or in some other interesting agronomic feature. Generally, the term stability refers to the ability of the genotypes to be consistent, both with high or low yield levels in various environments. On the other hand, adaptability refers to the adjustment of an organism to its environment, e.g., a genotype that produces high yields in specific environmental conditions and poor yields in another environment (Balzarini et al., 2005).

There are many statistical methods available to analyse the GxE interaction: for example, combined ANOVA, stability analysis and multivariate methods.

Combined ANOVA is more often used to identify the existence of GxE interactions in multi-environmental experiments. However, the main limitation of this analysis is the assumption of homogeneity of variance among environments required to determine genotype differences. Although this analysis allows the determination of the components of variance arising from different factors (genotype, environment and the GxE interaction), it does not allow to explore the response of the genotypes in the non-additive term: the GxE interaction (Zobel et al., 1998; Gauch, 1992).

Stability analysis provides a general solution for the response of the genotypes to environmental change. In this way, Yates and Cochran (1938) proposed linear regression analysis, which has been widely used and revised by a number of authors (Finlay & Wilkinson, 1963; Eberhart & Russell, 1966; Lin & Thompson, 1975; Becker & León, 1988; Crossa, 1990). This analysis, which involves regressing the average of the genotypes on an environmental index (the average yield of all the genotypes evaluated in each environment), provides a stability index. However, the analysis has several limitations and criticisms from both the biological and statistical points of view. The main biological problem appears when only a few very low and very high yielding sites are included in the analysis, and the fit is determined by the genotype behaviour in a few extreme environments (Crossa, 1990). The main statistical problem is that the average of all genotypes evaluated in each environment is not independent of the average of each genotype in a particular environment (Freeman & Perkins, 1971). Another statistical limitation is that the errors associated with the slopes of the genotypes are not statistically independent. The last problem is the assumption of a linear relationship between interaction and environmental means, when the actual responses of the genotypes to the environments are intrinsically multivariated (Crosa et al., 1990).

Multivariate analysis has three main purposes: (i) to eliminate “noise” in the data set (for example, to distinguish systematic and non-systematic variation); (ii) to summarize the information and (iii) to reveal a structure in the data (Crossa et al., 1990; Gauch, 1992). Models based on principal components analysis, such as AMMI and SREG, are linear-bilinear models with an additive component (the main effect of the environment or genotypes) and a multiplicative component (the GxE interaction).

AMMI is a combination of ANOVA for the main effects of the genotypes and the environment together with principal components analysis (ACP) of the genotype-environment interaction (Zobel et al., 1998; Gauch, 1988). AMMI models are usually called AMMI(1), AMMI(2), ..., AMMI(n), depending on the number of principal components used to study the interaction. Graphic representations are obtained using biplots (Gabriel, 1971) that allow (1) the observation, in the same graph, of the genotypes (points) and the environments (vectors), and (2) the exploration of patterns attributable to the effects of GxE interaction. In the biplot, the angles between the vectors that represent genotypes and environments show the interaction, and the distances from the origin indicate the degree of interaction that the genotypes show throughout the environments or vice versa.

Site regression analysis, SREG (Cornelius et al., 1996; Crossa & Cornelius, 1997; Crossa et al., 2002), also called GGE (Genotype Main Effect plus Genotype–Environment Interaction), is a linear-bilinear model that removes the effect of location and expresses the answer only as a function of the effect of genotypes and the GxE interaction. This model is recommended when the environments are the main source of variation in relation to the contributions of the genotypes and the GxE interaction with respect to the total variability (Balzarini et al., 2005). In addition, as a difference with AMMI model, this technique allows the detection of GxE interactions in terms of the crossover effect resulting from great changes in the ranking of the genotypes across the environments (Yan et al., 2000). Yan et al. (2000) used GGE biplot graphics to visualize patterns and interactions without environmental effects. These authors point out that usually the first principal component (CP1) represents responses of the genotypes that are proportional to the environments, which are associated with the GxE interaction.
without change of the range. The second principal component (CP2) provides information about cultivation locations that are not proportional to the environments, indicating that those are responsible of the GxE crossover interaction. At the same time, this technique allows the determination of mega-environments, which mean parts of the cultivation area of a species that show homogeneous environmental conditions, where the performance of certain genotypes is similar through the years (Gauch & Zobel, 1997). In each mega-environment, the effects of the genotype-location interaction are limited or negligible (Yan & Hunt, 2002).

The goal of this study was to evaluate the GxE interaction using AMMI and SREG for the yield of maize lines either with or without balanced lethal systems (BLS), and hybrids obtained after crossing all of these lines.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials.** Six BLS lines of flint maize from the Genetic Institute of INTA Castelar (BLS61, BLS91, BLS1, BLS101, BLS16 and BLS14), two different “Normal” lines (without BLS) from the INTA Pergamino (LP109 and LP521) and a commercial hybrid (ACA 2000) as a control, were used.

**Methods.** Self polinization and controlled crosses by hand were made among the eight inbreed lines over two years. All possible combinations were obtained, resulting in 28 hybrids (15 “BLS-BLS”; 12 “BLS-Normal” and 1 “Normal-Normal”). Then, grain yield of the hybrids and the parental lines were assessed in field trials, including the ACA 2000 hybrid that was considered “Normal-Normal”.

The experiments were conducted in three locations: Castelar (34°36’30”S - 58°32’30”W), La Plata (34°52’30”S - 57°58’W) and Azul (36°48’30”S - 59°51’W), during two years under dryland conditions except in “Castelar Riego” which received irrigation (Table 1). The design used in all locations was a randomized complete block design with two replications. At harvest, grain yield per plot was measured, and the data were expressed as kg/ha.

**Table 1.** Code used in the biplot analyses for each location and year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Location and year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A05</td>
<td>Azul, first year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A06</td>
<td>Azul, second year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR06</td>
<td>Castelar Riego, second year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP05</td>
<td>La Plata, first year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP06</td>
<td>La Plata, second year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The genotype-environment interaction was evaluated with the AMMI model by considering the first two principal components. First, an ANOVA model was used to the yield data with main effects of genotype and environment (without the interaction), then, a principal component analysis (ACP) was fitted using the standardized residuals. These residuals include the experimental error and the effect of the GxE interaction. The equation was:

\[ Y_{ij} = \mu + G_i + E_j + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \lambda_k \alpha_i \gamma_j + \epsilon_{ij}, \]

where \( Y_{ij} \) is the observed mean yield of the \( i \)th genotype in the \( j \)th environment,
\( \mu \) is the general mean,
\( G_i \) and \( E_j \) represent the effects of the genotype and environment, respectively,
\( \lambda_k \) is the singular value of the \( k \)th axis in the principal component analysis,
\( \alpha_i \) is the eigenvector of the \( i \)th genotype for the \( k \)th axis,
\( \gamma_j \) is the eigenvector of the \( j \)th environment for the \( k \)th axis,
\( n \) is the number of principal components in the model, and
\( \epsilon_{ij} \) is the average of the corresponding random errors.

An AMMI biplot representation was obtained, to explore only the pattern produced by the GxE interaction.

The following SREG model was also fitted. The equation was:

\[ \bar{Y}_i - \bar{Y}_j = \lambda_1 \xi_1 \eta_{i1} + \lambda_2 \xi_2 \eta_{i2} + \epsilon_{ij}, \]

where \( \bar{Y}_i \) is the observed mean yield of the \( i \)th genotype in the \( j \)th environment,
\( \bar{Y}_j \) is the mean of the genotypes in the \( j \)th environment,
\( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) are the eigenvalues for the two principal components, CP1 and CP2,
\( \xi_1 \) and \( \xi_2 \) are the scores for the \( i \)th genotype on components CP1 and CP2,
\( \eta_{i1} \) and \( \eta_{i2} \) are the scores for the \( j \)th environment on components CP1 and CP2, and
\( \epsilon_{ij} \) is the residual term associated with the average of the \( i \)th genotype in the \( j \)th environment centred by the effect of the \( j \)th environment.

A GGE biplot was obtained to explore patterns produced by the GxE interaction, to discover which genotypes obtained the highest and the lowest yields in each environment and to distinguish mega-environments. To determine a mega-environment in a graphical form, the extreme genotypes of the biplot were joined to form a polygon, and then perpendicular lines were drawn on each side of the polygon through the origin.

AMMI and SREG models, including biplot graphics and discrimination of mega-environments were obtained automatically with Infogen Professional Software (v. 2007).
RESULTS

**Lines.** Two first principal components (CP) of the AMMI model explained 82% of the data variability. The angle between the genotype and environment vectors determined the nature of the interaction; that is, it was positive for acute angles, negligible for right angles, and negative for obtuse angles. At the same time, the angle formed by the vectors of two environments provided an estimate of their correlation. In this way, the environments “La Plata first year (LP05)” and “Azul second year (A06)” were similar in their discrimination of the genotypes, being highly correlated and associated with positive values of CP1. At the same time, the environments “La Plata second year (LP06)” and “Castral Riego second year (CR06)” were completely opposite in their discrimination of the genotypes, being associated with negative values of CP1. “Azul first year (A05)” was not correlated with the others, and explained the variability of the data in terms of CP2.

Orthogonal projections of the genotypes on the environmental vector showed that line BLS101 was better adapted to environments LP05 and A06, while lines LP109 and BLS91 were more stable as they were located near the origin. Line BLS61 was poorly adapted to environment A05. Lines LP521 and BLS16 were better adapted to LP06. Line BLS1 was better adapted to CR06 while line BLS14 had a good performance in both environments (Fig. 1).

The sum of squares for the effect of the environment was greater than the sum of squares for the effect of the lines plus the GxE interaction, being 48.3% and 43.7% of the total sum of squares, respectively (Table 2), allowing data analysis with the SREG model. The first two principal components for this model explained 93% of the data variability. However, CP1 explained the largest percentage of the variability (76.5%). The environments LP05, A05, LP06 and A06 were more associated with CP1, while CR06 was more associated with CP2. At the same time, environments LP05, A05 and A06 were highly correlated among themselves and also with LP06, to a lesser level. However, they did not have any association with CR06. Of the five mega-environments that could be distinguished, only two included the environments LP05, A05 and A06 (mega-environment I), and the mega-environment II included CR06, while LP06 was on the boundary between these two mega-environments. Mega-environments IV and V were opposite to mega-environments I and II, respectively, so that the genotypes included in mega-environments IV and V were poorly adapted to mega-environments I and II, and vice versa.

Table 2. Sum of squares (SS) of the joint analysis of variance for yield of lines and hybrids in the considered environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>S.S</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>S.S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lines:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Hybrids</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>288355017.96</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>1597898283.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>95762545.57</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>188157590.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>151432162.59</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>967879075.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line × Environment</td>
<td>41160309.79</td>
<td>Hybrid × Environment</td>
<td>441861617.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>24863774.94</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>346581421.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>313218792.90</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1944479704.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. **GGE** Biplot and discrimination of mega-environments (roman numbers) for “BLS” and “Normal” lines. Points represent lines and vectors represent environments.

**Fig 2.** Dos ejes para GGE y discriminación de grandes ambientes (números romanos) para “BLS” y “Normal”. Los puntos representan líneas y los vectores representan ambientes.

The relative yield from one genotype in a certain environment is the length of the environmental vector multiplied by the length of the orthogonal projection of each genotype on the vector. In this sense, CP1 separated BLS101 and BLS14 lines from the other lines, and they attained a greater yield in all the environments. In particular, BLS101 line was better adapted and obtained higher yields in environments LP05,
A05 and A06 (mega-environment I). A similar trend occurred for BLS14 line in environments LP06 and CR6 (mega-environment II). Lines BLS61, BLS91 and BLS1 were more stable, and their yields were similar to the average of all the experiments. By contrast, lines LP109, LP521 and BLS16 showed a lower yield and were poorly adapted to mega-environment I (Fig. 2).

**Hybrids.** The two first principal components explained 60% of the data variability using the AMMI model. From the biplot analysis, it was observed that CP1 separated the first of the second year, which were similar to those observed in the AMMI biplot obtained for the lines. The environments “La Plata first year (LP05)” and “Azul first year (A05)” were located on positive values of CP1. Meanwhile, “La Plata second year (LP06), “Castelar Riego second year (CR06)” and “Azul second year (A06)” were completely opposite in their discrimination of the genotypes. At the same time, environments LP05 and LP06 were completely opposite to A05 and A06, respectively, as the angle formed by the vectors was 180°.

For positive values of CP1, the hybrids ACA2000 and LP109 x LP521 (“Normal-Normal”) and BLS101 x BLS1, BLS61 x BLS16 and BLS16 x BLS14 (“BLS-BLS”) were better adapted to A05. In addition, BLS61 x BLS101, BLS16 x BLS1 and BLS101 x BLS16 (“BLS-BLS”) were better adapted to LP05 environment. On the other hand, the hybrids BLS14 x LP521, BLS61 x LP109 (“BLS-Normal”) and BLS101 x BLS14 (“BLS-BLS”) were better adapted to A06. BLS61 x BLS91 and BLS14 x BLS1 (“BLS-BLS”) were better adapted to CR06, and the combinations BLS61 x BLS14 and BLS61 x BLS1 (“BLS-BLS”) were better adapted to LP06. BLS91 x BLS1, BLS91 x BLS101 and BLS91 x BLS14 (“BLS-BLS”), and BLS91 x LP109, BLS16 x LP109, BLS61 x LP521, BLS1 x LP521 and BLS16 x LP521 (“BLS-Normal”) showed a stable behaviour (Fig. 3).

The sum of squares for the effects of the environment was greater than the sum of squares for the hybrids plus the GxE interaction, being 49.8% and 32.4% of the total sum of squares, respectively (Table 2). This allowed the evaluation of the data using SREG. The first two principal components for this model explained a low proportion of the data variability (53%). A05 and LP05 environments explained the variation at the CP1 level, and CR06 and LP06 explained the variation in CP2. From the biplot analysis, it was observed that the pairs of environment A05 - LP05 and A06 - LP06 were similar in their discrimination of the genotypes. Similarly to the GGE biplot obtained for the lines, the environment CR06 was different from the other environments.

Although five mega-environments were distinguished, only two of them included environments LP05, A06 and LP06 (mega-environment I) and the mega-environment II included A05 and CR06. Mega-environments III and IV were opposites of mega-environments I and II, respectively, so genotypes included in mega-environments III and (IV - V) were poorly adapted to mega-environments I and II.

**Fig. 3.** AMMI biplot for the “Normal-Normal” (cursive font), “BLS-Normal” (normal font) and “BLS-BLS” (bold font) hybrids. Points represent hybrids and vectors represent environments.

---

**Genotype-environment interaction in *Zea mays***

DISCUSSION

1. The analysis of the GxE interaction was different in AMMI and SREG models. This occurred because the patterns obtained in the AMMI biplots allowed an exploration of the effects of the GxE interaction, while in the GGE biplot not only the interaction was observed but also the genotypes were superior in each environment.

2. Both models explained a high proportion of the data variability in the case of the lines. BLS61 and BLS91 lines were the most stable in terms of yield in both models. Line BLS101 provided the largest contribution to the observed interaction in both analyses, showing a specific adaptation to environments “La Plata first year” and “Azul second year”, under AMMI model and to “La Plata first year”, “Azul first year” and “Azul second year”, under SREG model.

3. The lines BLS101 and BLS14 showed a high positive interaction in the environments in study, suggesting a greater specific adaptation than the other lines. On the contrary, lines LP109 and LP521 had a negative interaction with the environments in study, implying that they were poorly adapted. SREG showed that the lines BLS101 and BLS14 obtained a greater yield, opposite to LP109 and LP521.

Fig. 4. GGE biplot and discrimination of mega-environments (roman numbers) for the “Normal-Normal” (cursive font), “BLS-Normal” (normal font) and “BLS-BLS” (bold font) hybrids. Points represent hybrids and vectors represent environments.

Fig 4. Ejes para GGE y discriminación de grandes ambientes (números romanos) para los híbridos “Normal-Normal” (letra cursiva), “BLS-Normal” (letra normal) y “BLS-BLS” (letra en negrita). Los puntos representan a los híbridos y los vectores a los ambientes.
4. AMMI model showed a better-defined pattern in the hybrids than did the SREG model for the relations among genotypes and environments, since the first principal component separated the effects of the first year from the second year. This pattern was not so evident in the lines. This finding was consistent with weather conditions, indicating that precipitation during January was greater in the first year than in the second year.

5. AMMI and SREG models explained a low percentage of the data variability. An unclear pattern was observed in relation to the type of hybrid (“BLS-BLS”, “BLS-Normal” or “Normal-Normal”), and their behaviour in terms of stability or adaptability. AMMI and SREG models showed that the “BLS-BLS” and “BLS-Normal” hybrids had a more stable behaviour in terms of yield. Among them, BLS91 × BLS14, BLS16 × LP109 and BLS61 × LP521 had a stable behaviour in both analyses. On the other hand, ACA2000 and LP109 × LP521 ("Normal-Normal"), BLS101 × LP109 ("BLS-Normal") and BLS101 × BLS1 ("BLS-BLS") hybrids were among the genotypes that showed a specific adaptation to one or several environments that were correlated, which was consistent in both models.

6. The hybrids ACA2000, LP109 × LP521 and BLS101 × BLS1 had a positive interaction with the environments. This means that they were specifically adapted to most of the environments evaluated, and produced the highest levels of yield. The opposite trend occurred for BLS14 × BLS1 and BLS101 × LP109 hybrids. Both groups of hybrids were extreme genotypes in the SREG analysis, and contributed greatly to the GxE interaction. "BLS-BLS" hybrids, such as BLS91 × BLS16 and BLS61 × BLS91, were extreme genotypes at the CP2 level for the SREG model. This would indicate the existence of crossover interactions between them, mainly in “Castelar Riego second year” and “La Plata second year”.

7. The SREG model allowed the visualization of high associations among locations without any relationship with the year of evaluation. These environments were different from the “Castelar Riego second year” in the lines as in the hybrids. This would indicate that La Plata and Azul are similar with respect to discrimination of the genotypes and that the effect of a high hydric availability (in Castelar) made the differences between environments larger than the differences in latitude. The results obtained for the differentiation of mega-environments did not agree exactly with those correlations among environments. This would indicate that the discrimination of mega-environments has a higher utility when there are a large number of locations with different environmental conditions, which reduce the number of experiments and, therefore, provides future cost savings. In this sense, Epinat-Le Signor et al. (2001) suggested that the evaluation of hybrids in representative conditions of the crop area is very important for identifying genotypes that are more stable and have larger yields. For this reason, to evaluate different BLS lines and their hybrids in future research, it is necessary to test different environments.

8. The results of this paper showed that the AMMI and SREG analyses allowed the identification of stable genotypes, and others that are better adapted to a particular environment. Several authors have used AMMI to evaluate multi-environment experiments of maize (Betran et al., 2003; Gauch & Zobel, 1997), as well as SREG model (Fan et al., 2007). Gauch (2006) showed that AMMI analysis is better than SREG, because it allows to distinguish the effects of the genotype and the environment and then assess the GxE interaction in a reduced dimensional space with minimum error. Gauch & Zobel (1988) quantified the benefits of using AMMI that are equivalent to increase from two to five times the number of replications. For these reasons, AMMI would be the best model in multi-environmental experiments, and would provide an understanding of complex genotype-environment interactions (Gauch & Zobel, 1988; Zobel et al., 1988; Crossa et al., 1990; Gauch, 2006). However, SREG analysis has been widely used in breeding programs because it allows the visualization of the genotype grain yields in each environment. For this reason, the model selection will depend on the objective of the investigation.
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